The Q1 2017 release of the ZRG Partners Global Industrial Hiring Index posted a strong 21% increase in global hiring demand quarter-over-quarter. However, the index showed a 9% year-over-year decrease when compared to Q1 2016. One continued trend we see in the index over 13 quarters of collecting data, is that the most volatility (quarter-to-quarter) appears to be Q4 versus Q1, with the former being seasonally much weaker than the latter. This is the third quarter-over-quarter comparison we have observed in our data (Q1 versus Q4) and in each comparison Q1 shows a significant increase (of 11%, 31% and 21% respectively) versus the previous calendar quarter. The Q1 2017 results seem to indicate that the employment market is solid across all subsectors within the Industrial space, with the exception of Oil and Gas, a subsector in which hiring has leveled out, but at a very low level. From a subsector perspective, Aerospace, EPC and Oil and Gas showed hiring gains from both a year-over-year and quarter-over-quarter perspective. Despite showing gains year-over-year and quarter-over-quarter, Oil and Gas continues to lag as overall postings were improved quarter-over-quarter but still tepid on a relative basis and in light of the enormous revenue of this subsector. It is interesting to note that the Heavy Equipment subsector had a 34% quarterly gain in job postings, although it was still down year-over-year.

What’s Growing? Every industrial subsector we cover posted an increase in job postings during Q1 2017 versus the prior quarter. EPC, Oil and Gas, Heavy Equipment and Automotive were up the most on a percentage basis quarter-over-quarter. Aerospace, EPC and Oil and Gas were up compared to last year’s Q1 and Q4 2016.

What’s Slowing? Oil and Gas continues to have a small number of job postings relative to the overall size of the industry. Diversified Manufacturing has also been weaker on a relative basis versus the other subsectors (year-over-year and versus last quarter).

Where are the investment dollars flowing? From a Private Equity investment perspective in Q1 2017, investment in the Industrial sector was up 8% to $23 billion on a quarterly basis and up 27% from a year ago. Strong PE investments flowed into the Chemicals and Oil and Gas subsectors in particular.
About ZRG Partners
ZRG Partners, LLC is a leading authority on global talent management issues within the Industrial markets. ZRG provides its clients with specialized market expertise in executive recruitment, consulting and advisory work, with a focus on data and analytics to drive great business decisions.

ZRG brings patented solutions that are changing how companies approach talent in the Industrial sector. Our value proposition is centered around providing data and analytics that perfectly compliment the market expertise we bring in this sector.
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From a Private Equity investment perspective in Q1 2017, investment in the Industrial sector was up 8% to $23 billion on a quarterly basis and up 27% from a year ago. Strong PE investments flowed into the Chemicals and Oil and Gas subsectors in particular. Aerospace and Defense was a laggard, not registering any invested PE dollars this quarter.

About ZRG Global Industrial Hiring Index
ZRG tracks hiring demand and PE investment over seven industrial sectors globally. We do this by tracking hiring trends of top 10 leaders in each sector and track private equity investment in the same areas. The index is a proprietary formula that will reflect global hiring demand from these data sources. ZRG collaborates with data from the CEB TalentNeuron tool and Pitchbook to assemble the sector data.
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